Influence Learning - that is what we do

Boost Tutoring

Litera cy
The quality or state of being
LITERATE about a topic

Being Educated

Picturing Tomorrow

Discussion Topic before beginning the project: Yesterday’s Thoughts GENERATE
Today’s Actions and CREATE Tomorrow’s Memories.

A Short Self Analysis
SIMPLY look and read - think and write, draw, doodle
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FEET

Organs of locomotion! You can drag your feet - stand on your own feet sit at the feet of a mentor - sweep someone off their feet - plant your feet.

animals with clawws have paws - herd amimals have
hooves - limbs adapted for swimming are flippers
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Make a list Time

1. choose an animal
2. identify the feet type
3. Make three headings:
normal, painful, never
4. Find out how long it will take you to
write 10 things the animal would normally
walk on, 10 it would be painful for them
to walk on, and 10 that they would/could
never walk on.

Risky Business
are you up for it?

Use a text/book you have already read, identify characters who
- produce the goods
- provide evidence of inner goals
- ‘own’ their own behaviour
- focus on the future
- understand their future

Successful ‘young adult’ books depict
teenagers accepting a measure of
responsibility for their own choices
and actions, and reflecting on their
own growth and efforts to imporove
their part of the world.

Writing Task: write for the ‘young adult’ reader. The scenario is complex, you discovered these two items on the farm
of a neighbour - you know they don’t belong there, the neighbour is known to be violent. But, in the country everyone looks out for their neighbours. Your parents will be angry if you don’t check it out (the wheels should be in his
back shed; he always wears those boots), but (again) you were caught picking mangoes in his yard last week and you
really don’t want to see him. If you can, use some of the chacteristics you identified to help decide what you will do.

BOOST TUTORING
FACEBOOK

we are a small business located on the Discover Coast in Queensland. Our Motto is: Influence Learning that is what we do?

As well as tutoring school age students, we mentor and coach adults in literacy for the
workplace, career management and keeping up with technology.
WE HAVE TWO OTHER PASSIONS, and they both revolve around supporting teachers
Our TEACHER RELIEF PROGRAM
Every month we create a flexible Learning Package
based on Literacy but not linked to any specific subject. Ideas included cover aspects of Literacy as described in the Australian National
Curriculum. The Package does not include lesson
plans. It does include activities, ideas and resources
you can build lessons around.
Our goal, was to create quick, easy to set up and run,
adaptable lesson activities as themes, or as
‘breathers’ for when everyone needs a break!
www.boosttutoring.org/teacher-relief-program1.html
www.boosttutoring.org/1-month-ebook.html

Our $1/month subscription
If you subscribe, we will send or you can download from our
site - a months worth of teaching resources.
You get 4 fully developed
themes, 8 images related to the
themes, the occassional video, 4
lesson ideas for each school day even during the holidays.
Check out both TEACHER RELIEF PROGRAM
and $1/MONTH tabs
SUBSCRIBE or DOWNLOAD from the page

